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All information contained herein should be taken with a grain of salt. Conditions can change by the hour, and information or a
guidebook is no substitute for judgment and experience. You are responsible for how you us information in this guide. Some, or all,
of the information contained here may be wrong. Times provided are for fit, competent parties encountering good conditions.
Gain/loss/distance are approximate. Do not use maps or descriptions here as your sole source of information or navigation.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at MountainLessons.com.

Bomber Traverse
Ski Beta

Map: http://caltopo.com/m/UU4N

Getting There, Getting Supplies
Equipment/Fuel - Buy in Anchorage
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Guidebook: Alaska Factor by Joe Stock
REI
Alaska Mountaineering and Hiking
The Hoarding Marmot (used)
Alaska Geographic (USGS maps)

‣ Anchorage Brewing Co - Sour craft beers.
Groceries - Can be purchase in Palmer
‣ Carr’s/Safeway
‣ Fred Meyer
‣ Liquor Store: The Oaken Keg

Dining in Anchorage

Dining in Palmer

‣ Moose’s/Bear’s Tooth - solid but nothing
special. Always busy.
‣ The Rustic Goat - fancy dinner, cheaper
breakfast, good coffee.
‣ Midnight Sun Brewing - Good beer, good
pulled pork.

‣ Vagabond Blues - Reasonable coffee,
sandwich options, ‘Alaska prices’.
‣ Turkey Red - Savory, healthy options.
‣ Palmer City Alehouse - Basic beer, burgers,
pizza.
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Leg 1: Goldmint TH to Mint Hut
Parking

Travel Beta

‣ A nightly fee is charged at the Goldmint.
trailhead, cash or check required. $15/night.
‣ There is free parking up the road from
goldmint on gravel pullouts, and a bigger
free lot at Archangel trailhead.
‣ Limit cars parked at the trailhead, as there has
been theft/damage to vehicles in recent
years.

‣ The trail begins at Goldmine TH, by the
restrooms. Follow the trail up-valley, staying
on the climber’s left side of the river.

Stats
‣ Altitude Gain/Loss: 2600/400
‣ Distance: 8.5 mi
‣ Time (good conditions): 3-6 hrs
Mint Hut (61.8568, -149.0798)
‣ Smaller, a bit dark, questionably functional
Coleman stove burning white gas
‣ Sleeps 6-8, tightly.
‣ All huts have outhouses (bring your own TP),
pots for melting water, as well as some floor
pads, and various emergency supplies.

‣ Travel is flat or slightly uphill until the final
mile.
‣ There are numerous South-facing avalanche
paths to mind along the way.
‣ In the final mile, you may either contour up
the side of the valley across avalanche terrain,
or head to the end of the stream where it
reaches a small cirque and ascend directly up
the slope to the South.
‣ The hut is located further up valley, and
slightly downhill towards a small lake. GPS
may be extremely helpful in low visibility.
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Leg 2: Mint to Bomber

Travel Beta - Backdoor Gap to Bomber

Stats

‣ Backdoor gap access the top of the
Pennyroyal glacier. Access to the glacier may
be guarded by a small cornice, but once on
the glacier, the skiing is mellow to the valley.
‣ When Pennyroyal joins the main valley,
continue down valley, skiing to the right when
possible.
‣ The hut is located on the North side of the
valley opposite the Bomber glacier.

‣ Altitude Gain/Loss: 1500/1700
‣ Distance: 3 mi
‣ Time: 1-3 hrs
Bomber Hut (61.8793, -149.1354)
‣ Bright, more spacious than Mint.
‣ Functioning Coleman stove and lantern
burning white gas.
‣ Sleeps 8-10 snugly.
Travel Beta - Mint to Backdoor Gap
‣ From the Mint Hut, both Tenemint and
Backdoor gap are visible. BD is to the looker’s
right. BD is roughly 30 degrees, steepening
to 35+ near the top.
‣ The slope warms early in the day, and is
threatened by wet slides off adjacent rocks.
‣ Under good conditions, it may be skinned,
possibly with use of ski crampons. Many
parties find boot crampons useful for early
passage.

Example Skiing Options
‣ Pennyroyal glacier: 2000’ of low angle
cruising with a steeper headwall to skier’s
right.
‣ Bomber glacier: 1500-2000’ of mellow skiing
surrounded by steeper options. The East lobe
is larger/longer.
‣ Lynx peak: Central to the bomber glacier, the
North face of Lynx peak is the classic rad
descent.
‣ Tenemint Peak: Closest to the hut, there are
numerous steep options here on multiple
aspects.
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Leg 3: Bomber to Snowbird

Travel Beta - Lake to Snowbird Hut.

Stats

‣ Option 1: Climber’s right (West) follow the
clear path up from the lake on steeper slopes.
When the angle eases, either ascent the
moraine directly to the West, or circle around
on the Snowbird glacier and ascend the
moraine below the hut (hut is not visible from
glacier).
‣ Option 2: Ascend gentler but more complex
terrain above the lake to the East, returning
West along the moraine to the hut.

‣ Altitude Gain/Loss: 1800/800
‣ Distance: 4 mi
‣ Time: 2-4 hrs
Snowbird Hut (61.8584, -149.2022)
‣ Large, modern, well equipped, bright.
‣ Functioning Coleman stove and lanterns
burning white gas. Kerosene heater (BYOF)
‣ Sleeps 14-16 snugly.
Travel Beta - Bomber Hut to Valley Floor
‣ From the Bomber hut travel down valley to
the confluence of creeks/valleys.
‣ This descent can be covered by avalanche
debris (!) and frozen snowmobile tracks.
‣ Turn left (South) at the junction of creeks,
heading uphill.
‣ Be aware of the tempting valley to the
Northwest. This is not the way. Follow the
creek bed uphill and to climber’s right until
reaching a frozen lake.

Example Skiing Options
‣ Snowbird Glacier: up past the nunatak
climber’s right to the central head of the
glacier, skiing fall-line.
‣ Lower Spire: Skin East from the hut along the
moraine to gradually steepening terrain
below lower spire.
‣ Higher Spire: Approach as above, but ski
West-facing terrain to climber’s left.
‣ Lake Run: 1500’ descent beginning from the
base of Higher Spire and to the lake (reverse
option 2 above).
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Leg 4: Snowbird to Goldmint
Stats

Travel Beta - Pass to Reed Lakes TH

‣ Altitude Gain/Loss: 500/3200
‣ Distance: 7 mi
‣ Time: 45 min-2 hrs

‣ Skin up to Reed Lakes TH along a road cut/
snowmobile road.
‣ Here, join the groomed archangel ski trail.
‣ Continue skinning until passing a bridge and
surmounting the following rise.
‣ From here, skating is preferable and fast if
conditions permit. Some small hills require
some effort, but the road is overall downhill.
‣ Following the road to its end with lead to
Archangel TH. It’s about 0.6 mi down the road
to Goldmint TH from here.
‣ Alternately, when the Goldmint TH is visible
from above, ski down to the TH (conditions
permitting) if you parked there.

Travel Beta - Snowbird Hut to Pass
‣ Opt 1: Descend from hut to glacier, turning
East (left). Skin flat terrain to the obvious pass.
‣ Opt 2: Skin along moraine from hut towards
lower tower. Take a bonus lap, then contour
to the pass without skins.
Travel Beta - Pass to Reed Lakes TH
‣ Downhill for several miles, this stretch should
be skied quickly and early due to significant
avalanche hazard from E/South-facing slopes.
‣ Pass obstacles on the right.
‣ Ski downhill until a steeper pitch leads to the
junction with Reed Lakes trail/valley.
‣ Turn right/downvalley and continue without
skins if possible until the roadcut to Reed
Lakes TH is visible.
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